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Abstract

Image fusion is a process that combines information from multiple images of the same scene into a single image. In this study, a new image fusion technique is proposed using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Each of the source images may represent a partial view of the scene, and contains both ‘relevant’ and ‘irrelevant’ data. Since the target of image fusion technique is to combine the source images into a single composite image which contains a more accurate description of the scene than any of the individual sources. Moreover, the fused image has gotten the best possible quality without introduction of distortion or loss of information. DCT algorithm is considered efficient in image fusion. The proposed scheme is performed in five steps: (1) RGB colour image (input image) is split into three channels R, G, and B for both images. (2) DCT algorithm is applied to each channel (R, G and B) for image1 and image2 respectively. (3) The variance values are computed for the corresponding 8x8 blocks of each channel. (4) Each block of R (image 1) is compared with each block of R (image2) based on the variance value and then the block having maximum variance value is selected to be the block in the new image. This process is repeated for all channels of image 1 and image 2. (5) Inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) is applied on each fused channel to convert it from coefficient values to pixel values, and then combined all the channels to generate the fused image. The proposed technique can potentially solve the problem of undesirable side effects like blurring or blocking artifacts from reducing the quality of the resultant image in image fusion. The proposed approach is evaluated using three measurement units: the average of Qabf, standard deviation and peak Signal Noise Rate (PSNR). The experimental results of this proposed technique achieved good results as compared to previous studies.
Abstrak
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Rapid development of the technique of sensors, micro-electronics, and communications requires more attention on information fusion. Several situations in image processing require high spatial and high spectral resolution in a single image. For example, the traffic monitoring system, satellite image system, and long range sensor fusion system are all used in the image processing. However, the majority of available equipment is not capable of providing this type of data convincing. The sensor in the surveillance system can only provide the scenery view in a narrow depth for a particular focus, yet the demand of the application of the system requires a clear view with a high depth of the field. Thus, the image fusion provides the possibility of combining different sources of information.

Besides, four applications motivate this thesis includes: (1) Multi-sensor image fusion, (2) Medical image fusion, (3) Surveillance System, and (4) Aerial and Satellite imaging. The particular applications discussed include medical diagnosis, remote sensing, surveillance systems, biometric systems, and image quality assessment.

In all sensor networks, every sensor can observe the environment, produce and transfer data. Visual sensor networks (VSN) is the term used in the literature to refer to a system with a large number of cameras geographically spread at monitoring
points (Patricio et al., 2006). In VSN, sensors are cameras which can record either still images or video sequences. Therefore, the processing of output information is related to image processing and machine vision subjects.

A distinguished feature of visual sensors or cameras is the great amount of generating data. This characteristic requires more local processing resources to deliver only the useful information represented in a conceptualized level (Castanedo et al., 2008). Image fusion is generally defined as the process of combining multiple source images into a smaller set of images, usually a single one that contain a more accurate description of the scene than any of the individual source images. The goal of image fusion, besides reducing the amount of data in network transmissions is to create new images that are more informative and suitable for both visual perception and further computer processing (Drajic et al., 2007). Due to the limited depth of focus on optical lenses, only the objects at a particular depth in the scene are in focus and those in front of or behind the focus plane will be blurred. In VSN we have the opportunity of extending the depth of focus using multiple cameras.

So far, several researches have been focused on image fusions which are performed on the images in the spatial domain (Lewis et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2008; Roux et al., 2008; Zaveri et al., 2009; Arif et al., 2012). The algorithms based on multi-scale decompositions are more popular. The basic idea is to perform a multi-scale transform on each source image and then integrate all of these decomposition coefficients to produce a composite representation. These methods combine the source images by monitoring a quantity that is called the activity level measure. The activity level determines the quality of each source image. The integration can be carried out either by choosing the coefficients with larger activity level or a weighted average of the coefficients. The fused image is finally reconstructed by performing the inverse multi-scale transforms. Examples of this approach include Laplacian, gradient, morphological pyramids, and discrete cosine transform (DCT).
In general, most of the spatial domain image fusion methods are complex and time-consuming, which made it not suitable for real-time applications. In VSN, especially the links between nodes, which are wireless consumed energy for data processing is much less than the consumed energy for communication. Therefore, in most of the sensor network systems, data are compressed before transmission to the other nodes. In VSN, images are compressed in camera nodes and then transmitted to the fusion agent, and afterwards the compressed fused image will be saved or transmitted to an upper node. Hence, when the source images are coded in Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) standard, as a prevalent standard or when the fused image will be saved or transmitted in JPEG format, the fusion methods which are applied in DCT domain will be more efficient.

1.2 Problem Background

The success of fusion images acquired different modalities or an instrument is of great importance in many applications as medical imaging, microscopic imaging, remote sensing, computer vision and robotics. Image fusion can be defined as the process by which several image features are combined together to form a single image. Image fusion can be performed at different levels of the information representation. Four different levels can be distinguished according to (Abidi and Gonzalez, 1992) i.e. signal, pixel, feature and symbolic levels. To date, the results of image fusion from remote sensing and medical imaging are primarily intended for presentation to a human observer for easier and enhanced interpretation. Therefore, the perception of the fused image is of paramount importance when evaluating different fusion schemes.
Some generic requirements can be imposed on the fusion result:

a) The fused image should preserve closely as possible for all relevant information contained in the input images.

b) The fusion process should not introduce any artifacts or inconsistencies, which can distract or mislead the human observer or any subsequent image processing steps Rockinger.

c) In the fused image, irrelevant features and noise should be suppressed to a maximum extent.

When fusion is done at pixel level, the input images are combined without any preprocessing. Pixel level fusion algorithms vary from very simple image averaging to very complex e.g. principal component analysis (PCA), pyramid based image fusion and wavelet transform fusion.

Several approaches to pixel level fusion can be distinguished based on whether the images are fused in the spatial domain or in a transform domain. After the fused image is generated it may be processed further to extract some features of interest. In image fusing, two or more images which are not more suitable for analysis are taken and these are converted into a single image in which noise is eliminated, but retaining the important features of each of the source images is more suitable for exploration. Fusion of color images can be carried in two ways:

a) First convert color images into gray images and apply fusion for the gray images and then convert fused gray image back to color images.

b) Decompose the color image into three components then apply fusion to red components of the input images individually and then fuse green components and then blue (or simultaneously). Afterward, the fusion combines all the three colors to form the final image.
But the problem involved in the process (a) is while converting image first from color to gray before fusion, gray to color after fusion the final image color characteristics may change because of the approximations involved in this process. So, a direct fusion of color images is preferred where the color of the images has the most importance.

1.3 Problem Statement

In recent years, many image fusion techniques and algorithms have been exploited and they have been successfully used in the fusion process. More recently, the development of DCT theory was implemented for DCT multi-scale decomposition to take the place of the pyramid decomposition for image fusion.

Image fusion is a process that combines information from multiple images of the same scene into a single image. In this study, a new image fusion technique is proposed using the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Each of the source images may represent a partial view of the scene, and contain both ‘relevant’ and ‘irrelevant’ data. So the goal of an image fusion algorithm is to combine the source images into a single composite image which contains a more accurate description of the scene than any of the individual sources. Moreover, the fused image got the best possible quality without the introduction of distortion or loss of information.

The Discrete Cosine transform DCT fusion scheme offers several advantages over similar pyramid based fusion schemes when it comes to image fusion:

(a) The DCT transform provides directional information while the pyramid representation doesn’t introduce any spatial orientation in the decomposition process.
In pyramid based image fusion, the fused images often contain blocking effects in the regions where the input images are significantly different. No such artifacts are observed in similar DCT based fusion results.

Images generated by DCT image fusion have better signal-to-noise ratios (PSNR) than images generated by a pyramid image fusion when the same fusion rules are used.

1.3.1 Research Question

This Study will focus on the following questions:

1- How can multi-focus image fusion on color image at pixel level of the input images?
2- How can discrete cosine transform technique (DCT) be proposed as a new multi-focus fusion technique?
3- Is there any difference if a different color space model was used to get better technique for image fusion?
4- How can we evaluate the proposed technique using standard dataset image?

1.4 Aim of the Study

The aim of this research is to implement an Image Fusion Technique for Color Images using Discrete Cosine Transform by different color space model for improving the image fusion from the input images.
1.5 Objectives of the Study

The objectives of this research are:

1. To propose a new fusion technique using discrete cosine transform technique (DCT) based on RGB color space model.
2. To propose a new fusion technique using discrete cosine transform technique (DCT) based on YCbCr color space model.
3. To compare and evaluate the proposed method using standard and referenced dataset.

1.6 Scope of the Study

In order to achieve the objectives stated above, the scope of this study is limited to the following:

1. The suggested technique applied by MATLAB language version on windows 7 milieu.
2. To focus on RGB input multi-focus images.
3. To focus on RGB and YCbCr color space model.
4. The database aimed to be used in this study is a standard RGB picture using in most popular search in the field of image fusion.
1.7 Thesis organization

The dissertation is organized as follows: In the first chapter provide the introduction, the problem background, problem statements, aim of the study, objective of this study and research question to the research. The chapter two also provides a simple overview introduction about the image fusion technique specifically themulti-focus images, basic principles of image fusion and image fusion techniques whilethe chapter three makesprovision for theproposed technique methodology explanation. The chapter four discussed a result of the methodology provided in chapter three. Finally, the overall conclusions of the thesis and recommendations for future works are in chapter five.
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